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ABSTRACT 

In the administration of its quota management system (QMS), New Zealand sets a “deemed value” fee 

that must be paid for any landings in excess of annual catch entitlements (ACE.)  The deemed value 

system is an example of a price-capped cap-and-trade system (Roberts and Spence 1976).  This paper 

argues that there are two aspects of the deemed value system that could be applied to non-fisheries cap-

and-trade programs.  First, deemed values lower the transactions costs of conducting the market 

transactions to balance landings against ACE.  Other cap-and-trade systems that involve large numbers of 

small trades might benefit from using deemed values.  Second, the New Zealand system also incorporates 

“differential deemed values” that escalate as the margin by which landings exceed ACE increases.  The 

differential deemed values are essentially options to acquire ACE at increasing prices.  These options 

allow the implementation of not a single price cap in the traded rights, but rather several different price 

caps that depend upon the extent to which the quota is exceeded.  The differential deemed values are 

implicitly a marginal cost of overfishing schedule established by the government.  Other cap-and-trade 

programs could also use options to allow the government to supply additional emissions to the market 

along a pre-determined marginal cost schedule. 

Keywords: Deemed values, individual transferable quotas, cap-and-trade regulation, price caps 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Deemed values were introduced into New Zealand’s quota management system (QMS) in 2001 as part of 

the new catch balancing regime.  This shift effectively created a hybrid individual transferable quota 

(ITQ)/tax system, where deemed value payments became taxes on fishers who do not balance their catch 

with annual catch entitlement (ACE.)  In this paper, we will argue that the deemed value concept should 

be considered as a tool in the administration of non-fisheries cap-and-trade systems for two reasons.  

First, deemed values are a way to reduce the transactions costs of administering a cap-and-trade system.  

Second, the differential deemed value system developed by New Zealand is an administratively 

convenient way to implement an increasing marginal cost function for the capped right 

New Zealand implemented the QMS, an ITQ management system, in 1986 for 161 fish stocks 

within 28 species/species complexes.  With additions since 1986, the QMS now covers 632 fish stocks for 

97 fish species/species complexes.  The QMS has seen three major changes.  First, the Fisheries 

Amendment Act 1990 changed the ITQ from a right to take a fixed tonnage into a right to catch a 

proportion of the total allowable commercial catch (TACC.)  Second, in 1992, settlement of Maori claims 

under the Treaty of Waitangi resulted in Maori becoming substantial quota owners.  Maori now own 

about 27% of all quota by value.  Third, in 2001, a set of three changes were made to streamline 

administration of the QMS.   The asset right (ITQ) was separated from annual catch entitlement (ACE.)   

Deemed values became the core catch balancing tool.   Commercial Fisheries Services (“FishServe”), an 

industry-owned service bureau, assumed responsibility for providing registry services under a partially 

devolved/partially contracted model.  This paper analyzes the deemed value instrument that was 

introduced at this point.  More complete details on the development and operation of the QMS are 

provided by Hersoug (2002) and Lock and Leslie (2007). The efficiencies associated with the devolution 

of administrative functions to FishServe are assessed by Harte (2007) and Shallard, Shallard, and Gibbs 

(2009.) 
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CATCH BALANCING REGIME 1986 – 2001 

 

Catch balancing is the system of rules and processes that a fisher must follow to match catch to the 

catching rights held.  Prior to 2001, this system was both complex and non-transparent.  Between 1986 

and 2001, fishers were required to hold quota for their target species before they went fishing and were 

required to balance their by-catch by the end of each fishing year.  By the 15th of the month after the fish 

were taken, fishers were required to use one of the available catch balancing mechanisms to account for 

any catch above quota.  If catch balancing was not completed, that fisher could be prosecuted for 

overfishing.  The pre-2001 catch balancing regime gave fishers eight mechanisms to balance their catch 

by the end of each fishing year: 

 

(1)  Fishers could buy or lease quota from another quota holder to cover their extra catch.  This 

was the most common method used to balance catch.  However, there was some risk involved in 

these transactions.  The owner of the ITQ was responsible for the behavior of the party leasing the 

ITQ.  If the party leasing the ITQ engaged in illegal behavior it could result in the ITQ being 

forfeited to the Crown.  The owner of the ITQ could only resort to contract law for protection 

against such behavior by the lessee.   This made the process of leasing ITQ complicated and 

resulted in complex quota leasing agreements. 

(2)  Fishers could enter into Fishing Against Another’s Quota (FAAQ) agreements.  The 

difference between a FAAQ agreement and leasing quota was that the FAAQ had to be arranged 

and the Ministry had to be notified before the fish could be caught.  FAAQs could not be used to 

balance fish already caught by the commercial fisher.   

(3)  Fisher could also enter into a Counting Against Another’s Quota (CAAQ) agreement.  CAAQ 

agreements could be used by fishers to balance their catch for species they caught as bycatch.  

The CAAQ agreement allowed a fisher to count bycatch against the uncaught quota of another 

fisher as long as the CAAQ agreement was agreed to and notified to the Ministry by the 15th of 

the month following the unintended bycatch.   

(4)  Fishers could surrender the fish caught without ITQ to the government.   

(5)  Fishers could bring forward 10% of their catching right that would be available in the 

following year.  

(6) Fishers could carry over 10% of their catching right from the previous year that had been 

unused.   

(7)  The Bycatch Trade-Off System allowed unused quota of one species to be traded for quota of 

another species at ratios determined the by the government. 

(8)  Deemed values were a financial penalty that fishers had to pay for catching fish without the 

relevant quota holdings.   Prior to 2001, deemed values were only one of eight mechanisms to 

balance catch and were normally the least preferred option by fishers. 

 

The preceding description only begins to capture the complexity of the pre-2001 catch balancing 

regimes.  The operations instructions for the catch balancing regime ran to nearly 300 pages.  There were 

myriads of details around if, how, and when the various catch balancing alternatives could be used.  The 

complexity of the system was such that several days of work might be necessary to determine if some 

blocks of quota were fished more than once during a year.  When quota was traded, it was necessary to 

keep track of any agreements against that quota and any fishing already completed against that quota 

(including any bring forward of quota.)  In some cases, the Ministry was unable to disentangle the 

complexity of the transactions involved.   

 

CATCH BALANCING REGIME 2001 TO PRESENT 

 

The complexity of the balancing system was a key driver for changes that became effective in 2001 under 

the Fisheries Act 1996 Amendment Act 1999.  The introduction of ACE allowed the harvesting right for a 
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given fishing year to be split from the long term quota-share property right.  As Townsend, McColl and 

Young (2006) have suggested, this change reduced transaction costs and simplified the transfer of 

harvesting rights between fishers. 

Since the introduction of ACE in October 2001, there has been a steady increase in the number of 

ACE trades and a corresponding decrease in the number of quota trades.  Figure 1 presents the data on 

sales of blocks of quota and on temporary intra-year transfers.  (Data in Figure 1 are for the 12 months 

beginning on October 1 in the indicated year.  For most stocks, the accounting year for ACE begins on 

October 1.)  Prior to 2001, within-year transfers were accomplished by leases.  Beginning in 2001, ACE 

trades were used for within-year transfers.  For the four years prior to the changes, there were 19,584 

leases of quota on average per year.  In the first year, the number of ACE trades was 47,755 and has 

averaged 80,425 for the most recent four years, 2005-2008.  The increased reliance on ACE trades after 

the 2001 changes is consistent with the hypothesis that ACE trading is less costly than the earlier quota 

leasing system.  Part of this increase occurred because ACE trades replaced transactions that were 

previously structured as FAAQ or CAAQ (rather than leases.)  The switch from FAAQ and CAAQ to 

ACE trading would all have occurred in 2001/2002.  However, the increase in ACE was not a one-year 

change. The 60% increase in ACE trading after the first year of adjustments indicates more than a one-

time reclassification of transactions.  There is an underlying increase in trading of annual fishing rights 

after 2001.  There is also a downward trend in trading activity for quota, the permanent right.  In the four 

years prior to the 2001 changes, an average of 1323 quota trades occurred per year.  After 2001, this 

average fell to 588.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Quota trades, quota leases, and ACE trades, 1986-2007.  Data from Shallard, Shallard, 

and Gibbs (2009) and Ministry of Fisheries data. 

 

The 2001 changes reflected a fundamental shift in the philosophy of the catch balancing regime 

(Peacey 2002.)  Prior to 2001, fishers were supposed to have quota for their target species prior to fishing.  

Fishing without quota was a violation of the Fisheries Act.  They were, however, permitted (and usually 
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required) to retain unintended by-catch and then balance after-the-fact.  But the difficulty of proving what 

was the target species and what was the by-catch on any given trip made enforcement problematic.  Under 

the 2001 changes, a fisher could catch any species and balance at any time (up to 15 days after the end of 

the fishing year.)  Failure to acquire ACE was not a criminal act; it simply incurred an obligation to pay 

deemed values.  Consequently, deemed values became central to the new system. 

After the 2001 changes, only two options were available to balance landings in excess of ACE 

held:  acquire additional ACE or pay the deemed value.  Note that the initial ACE allocation for a year 

includes any unused ACE remaining from the previous year, up to 10% of ACE held at the end of the 

year, so carrying forward ACE continued to be an option to balance future catches. 

The post-2001 deemed value system has a three-part structure.  The base rate is the “annual 

deemed value”, which is charged at the end of the fishing year on catch in excess of ACE.  Second, the 

harvester must pay “interim deemed values” monthly on any catch landed in excess of ACE.  These 

interim payments are refunded when and if the fisher subsequently sources the necessary ACE.  Interim 

and annual deemed values have been used since 1986.  Third, “differential deemed value rates” were 

introduced in 2001.  Differential deemed values result in rates that escalate as the percent by which 

catches exceed ACE increases.   

The following is an example of the most common deemed value regime as it applies to 

hapuka/bass for Quota Management Area 3 (HPB3): 

 

 The annual deemed value rate is NZ$2.30 per kg. 

 The interim deemed value rate is NZ$1.15 per kg, which is 50% of the annual rate. 

 Differential deemed value rates as outlined in Table I. 

   

Table 1: Differential deemed value rates for HPB3 (hapuka/bass) 

  

Catch in excess of ACE holdings (%) Differential deemed value rate (NZ$/kg) 

20 2.76 

40 3.22 

60 3.68 

80 4.14 

100 4.60 

 

 

The deemed value rate is 20% higher for catches that exceed ACE holdings by more than 20%, 40% 

higher for catches that exceed ACE holdings by more than 40%, and so on.  The maximum rate is 200% 

of the annual rate.  For obvious reasons, these differentials are often called “ramped” rates or “ramping”. 

 

 

DEEMED VALUES AND TRANSACTIONS COSTS 

 

The initial reaction of some economists to the deemed value system is that New Zealand is using two 

instruments, a quantity-based ITQ system and a price-based tax system, when theoretically only one is 

necessary to efficiently regulate fisheries.  This leads to the suggestion that the deemed value system is 

superfluous.  This section of the paper argues that adding deemed values to an ITQ system can 

significantly reduce transactions costs of administration of the system.   

 

 Transaction Costs 

 

Deemed values provide a low cost vehicle for administration of a catch-balancing system.  The basic idea 

is that deemed values can generally be set above the price of ACE and below the landed price of fish.  
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This, of course, provides the appropriate incentive to acquire ACE, rather than pay deemed values.  So, if 

someone unintentionally catches fish for which ACE is not held, the deemed value liability provides an 

incentive to acquire ACE.  But, rather than constantly incurring costs to locate small blocks of ACE, the 

fisher can pay interim deemed values and wait until a convenient time to acquire the required ACE.  For 

very small blocks, the transactions costs may induce the fisher simply to pay the deemed value, even 

though it is above the ACE price.  But because the deemed value is below the landed price of fish, the 

fisher never faces the undesirable incentive to discard fish.  (More precisely, as long as the difference 

between deemed values and landed price is less than the costs of getting already-caught fish to dock, there 

is no incentive to discard.) 

Fishers pay a monthly interim deemed value bill for any catch in excess of ACE.  They have until 

the end of fishing year to either (a) acquire ACE to balance their catch, with the refund of the interim 

deemed value payments, or (b) to pay the difference between the interim and annual deemed value rates.   

The transaction costs in the deemed value regime are lower than those of the ACE market, 

particularly for small trades.  The cost of registering an ACE trade is NZ$11.50 (effective 1 October 

2009) for electronic transactions and NZ$29.25 for manual transactions.  Someone looking for ACE must 

spend time to locate the ACE and may also pay a brokerage fee.  It would not be unreasonable to expect 

that the transactions costs of an ACE trade are in the range of NZ$100.  Someone looking for 20 kg of 

ACE worth $1 per kg would face very high transactions compared to the value of the trade.  With annual 

balancing and interim deemed value payments, a buyer can enter the market once late in the year to 

balance a number of small catches.   If the volume of overcatch for the year is small, the firm may opt to 

pay the deemed value to avoid these transactions costs.  So the deemed value system reduces the 

transactions costs associated with small ACE trades.  This probably increases efficiency in the ACE 

market as well.  Not only can ACE buyers enter periodically to purchase larger blocks, but also they need 

not find blocks that exactly match their landings, because small differences can be settled with deemed 

values.  As ACE markets for some stocks are relatively thin, this flexibility is potentially very important. 

 

Enforcement 

 

Any ITQ system must enforce the quota.  But enforcement must separate intentional overfishing from 

simple “bad luck” of catching something that you did not intend to catch.  In a judicial setting, it is often 

very difficult to separate these two.  Moreover, criminal enforcement is inherently expensive.   

Under a strict, “fish on quota” enforcement system, a vessel that catches an unintended catch is 

typically required to self-report the violation.  The penalties will typically be financially punitive, if not 

criminally sanctioned.  Such self-reporting is understandably limited, and courts have to acknowledge the 

inherent problems of a system that essentially requires testifying against one’s self-interest.  Under a 

deemed value system, a person does not have to “testify against themselves” if they overcatch their ACE.  

They simply pay the civil deemed value fee.  And under the deemed value system, not reporting some 

amount of catch is clearly intentional law-breaking (because the civil, non-punitive deemed value fee was 

available).  When the judicial system faces someone who has misreported catch under a deemed value 

system, the intent is obvious. 

Important to New Zealand’s circumstances, criminal enforcement cannot be devolved, while a 

system based on civil fees can be.  The administration of the quota and ACE reporting system is devolved 

to FishServe.  FishServe collects the civil deemed value payments and remits them to government as part 

of its routine business.   Not only are transactions costs lower for the industry, but also the entire 

management system is able to use a more cost-effective private institution for managing the bycatch 

balancing regime (Shallard, Shallard, and Gibbs 2009.) 
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DIFFERENTIAL DEEMED VALUES AND THE MARGINAL COST OF OVERFISHING 

 

Economic Theory of Hybrid Cap-and-Trade/Tax Systems 

 

Roberts and Spence (1976) argued that the economic efficiency of a cap-and-trade system can be 

improved by setting a price cap for the traded right.  The government allows the market for the allocated 

rights to function unimpeded if the market price is below the ceiling price.  If the price reaches the ceiling 

price, the government supplies as many pollution rights as the market demands at that price.  Figure 2 

illustrates the supply curve (S) with allocated rights and a price cap.    

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Supply of pollution rights with a price cap 

 

 

The motivation for the hybrid price cap is that abatement costs are unknown (Roberts and Spence 

1976.)  Setting an emissions cap too low may result in excessive costs of compliance.  Roberts and 

Spence (1976) show that, if abatement costs are uncertain, a hybrid system of allocated emission rights 

and emission taxes is preferable to either system operating alone.  Roberts and Spence (1976) explain that 

this is because the supply function of emission rights under the hybrid system more closely approximates 

the marginal damage function than either an allocated rights system or an emissions tax.  The supply 

function under an emissions cap is perfectly inelastic; the supply function under a flat emissions tax is 

perfectly elastic.  As the marginal damage function is almost certainly neither perfectly elastic nor 

perfectly inelastic, neither approximates the marginal damages function well.  Economic efficiency 

therefore relies on the agency setting the cap or the tax perfectly.  The hybrid supply function is a better 

piece-wise approximation to the upward-sloping marginal damages function and therefore reduces the 

economic losses when the agency sets either the incorrect cap or incorrect tax.   

The hybrid system has been reinvented as a “safety valve” system in climate policy.  Jacoby and 

Ellerman (2004) argue that price cap systems serve practical political purposes, as well as potentially 

improving economic efficiency.  If the cost of abatement turns out to be much higher than predicted, then 

P 

Emission 

Rights 

Allocated 

Rights 

Price Cap 
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the safety valve caps the amount that will be inefficiently spent to achieve reduction targets that are much 

more expensive than anticipated.  On the political side, a safety valve deflects arguments that abatement 

will be much too expensive by capping abatement costs at some pre-determined level.  With a safety 

valve, governments can assure impacted industry that the adjustment costs under the cap-and-trade system 

are capped by the ceiling price.   

Roberts and Spence (1976) propose a single “step” on the supply function to better approximate 

the marginal damages function.  The idea that the marginal damages function could be better 

approximated by adding one additional step has recently been proposed by Murray, Newell and Pizer 

(2009) in the context of climate policy.  They proposed that the Jacoby and Ellerman (2004) concept of a 

safety value be amended by setting a maximum amount of the additional emission rights that would be 

available at the safety value price cap.  This pre-determined amount of rights available at the price cap 

they propose to call an “allowance reserve.”  While providing some protection for the emitting industry, it 

also provides a guarantee to environmental interests that emissions will fall by some minimum amount.  

Their motivation for the allowance reserve is both economic and political.  The political argument for an 

allowance reserve is that the protection offered by the safety valve should not be unlimited.  For example, 

if a cap-and-trade system allocates emissions rights equal to 50 percent of pre-cap emissions, government 

might specify that up to an additional 30 percent of the pre-allowance emissions level would be available 

at the price cap.  This would guarantee environmental interests at least a 20 percent reduction in 

emissions.  By adding another line segment to the supply function, the piece-wise approximation to the 

marginal damages function can be improved.  Figure 3 illustrates the supply function with a safety valve 

and an allowance reserve.   

 

 

Figure 3.  Supply curve with price cap and allowance reserve. 
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If a single allowance reserve allows a better piece-wise approximation to the marginal damages 

function, an obvious extension would be to have multiple “allowance reserves” at different prices.  But 

implementation of this idea runs into the practical problem of how to sell different reserve allowances at 

different prices.  Unold and Requate (2001) had earlier provided a general solution to this problem.  They 

proposed that a set of options to emit fixed quantities of emissions be created at increasing prices.  These 

prices are analogous to “strike prices” in option markets.  These options to emit at different strike prices 

could then be auctioned.  Unold and Requate (2001) use options to create an elegant way for the 

government to implement an increasing marginal damages function. Figure 4 illustrates a supply function 

when there is block of freely allocated rights and then two blocks of options at pre-determined “strike 

prices.” 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Supply function of emission rights with two option blocks 

 

Deemed Values as a Hybrid Cap-and-Trade/Tax System 

A deemed value system (without differentials) is a straight-forward example of a hybrid tradable 

rights/emission tax system where a price cap is set for the allocated rights (Roberts and Spence 1976).    

Figure 5 illustrates the supply function for leatherjackets in QMA 1 (LEA1.)  In LEA1, the deemed value 

is NZ$0.23 per kg and there are no differentials.   
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The supply function in Figure 5 is identical to a simple price-capped cap-and-trade system, which 

was illustrated in Figure 2.  And the logic behind using a deemed value is exactly analogous to the price 

cap for traded emission rights.  By using a price cap, the costs of mistakes in setting the level of allocated 

rights can be constrained.  In the case of fisheries quota, the cost of complying with the quota restrictions 

is that catch is foregone.  If the quota is set too low, catches and profits will be too low.  In mixed trawl 

fisheries, a quota that is too low in one fishery may also constrain catches in other fisheries.  The total 

foregone value can greatly exceed the value foregone in the over-constrained fishery.  For that reason, a 

primary objective of deemed values is to allow fishers flexibility in multispecies fisheries. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Supply of ACE for LEA1. 

 

 

The differential deemed value system is one way to implement an Unold and Requate (2001) 

option approach.  Differential deemed values can set any number of steps to approximate any marginal 

damages of overfishing function.  Figure 6 shows the most common differential deemed value settings by 

the Ministry of Fisheries, which correspond to the example of HPB3 deemed values in Table 1.  The 

supply function of catching rights under deemed values is exactly analogous to emission rights under a set 

of options to emit at increasing prices.  Using the option concept from Unold and Requate (2001), the 

differential deemed value structure attaches to each block of ACE a set of options to exceed that ACE 

block at pre-determined prices.  (Note that language usage in New Zealand would not identify these as 

options.)  The first option is equal to 20 percent of the ACE and is made available at the base (or 

“annual”) deemed value rate.  This option is only available to fishers who have ACE and is expressed as 

20% of the ACE they hold.  The option cannot be transferred separately from the ACE; when ACE is 

transferred the right to use the options is also transferred.  The second option is an additional 20 percent 

that is available at a price equal to 120% of the base deemed value.  Like the first 20%, this block is only 

available to ACE holders.  The option price increases 20% at each block that begins at 40%, 60%, and 

80% over ACE holdings.  An unlimited amount of ACE is available to anyone at 200% of the base rate, 

so the supply curve becomes perfectly elastic at this top rate.  Obviously, this ramping function is only 
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one alternative, and any marginal damages function can be approximated by alternate schedules.  Since 

2007, New Zealand has regularly used other differential deemed value schedules.  In particular, schedules 

that are “steeper” than standard ramping are used in a number of stocks to provide strong incentives not to 

deem. 

It might be noted that New Zealand’s differential deemed value system was designed in 1999 

legislation, two years prior to Unold and Requate (2001) and a decade before Murray, Newell, and Pizer 

(2009).  New Zealand introduced a practical generalization of the Roberts and Spence (1976) price cap 

concept before that generalization appeared in the economic literature.   

 

 

 
       % of TACC 

 

Figure 6.  Annual supply function for HPB3. 

 

 

The differential deemed value system differs from the Unold and Requate (2001) option system 

in three ways.  First, the differential deemed value does not require that government hold an auction to 

distribute the options.  Rather, the holders of ACE are allocated options to purchase blocks of ACE-

substitutes, which can be exercised at pre-determined prices, in proportion to their ACE holdings.  In the 

case of HPB3, for each metric ton of ACE, holder can purchase 200 kgs of ACE at NZ $2.76 per kg, 200 

kgs at NZ $3.22 per kg, 200 kgs at NZ $3.68 per kg, and 200 kgs at NZ $4.14 per kg.  Anyone can 

purchase an unlimited amount at NZ $4.60 per kg.  The purchase options are pre-determined, so the ACE 

holder faces no uncertainty over the price of the allowance reserves.   

 Second, the allocation of options under the differential deemed value system has a significant 

distributional effect.  Under an auction, the government will receive the market-clearing price for all of 

the allowance reserve.  Under a differential deemed value approach, the government receives the only the 

“strike price” set for each block.  The ACE holder accrues the difference between the price of the option 

and the market-clearing price.  The market-clearing price will be the price of the highest block that is 

required to balance catches.  The difference between the price of the option and the market-clearing price 

is akin to an inframarginal rent.  The distribution of inframarginal rents on options to quota owners is 

consistent with the permanent property rights accorded to quota owners in New Zealand. 
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Third, the New Zealand differential deemed value system links exercise of the options to the 

ownership of the ACE.  The implied option cannot be separated from ACE.  In order for someone to 

exercise the option to land against the various deemed value rates, ACE must be transferred.  This 

complicates the necessary market transaction to equalize the marginal cost of landing rights across 

fishers, because ACE will be sold at a price that reflects the value of the attached options.  It would lower 

the transactions costs slightly if the quota owners, who are issued the ACE with attached options for 

differential deemed value transactions, could separate the options from ACE.  This separation could also 

simplify within-season accounting under interim deemed values.  At present, all interim deemed values 

are the same per kilogram.  The different option blocks imply different year-end liabilities to the 

government, and the interim deemed values could be set at (or based upon) the execution price of the 

different options.  While the first two differences might be seen as potential advantages, the third 

difference is probably a disadvantage.  New Zealand did not (and still does not) conceive of the 

differential deemed values as options, so this disadvantage is generally not recognized in New Zealand. 

 

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

If emission trading systems have significant transactions costs and/or if the markets for rights are thin, it 

may increase efficiency if a cap-and-trade systems can lower transactions costs by implementing deemed 

values.  An obvious application would be to allow some small emitters to pay a deemed value rather than 

to become engaged in a complicated accounting system.  Where markets are thin, which might be 

expected in small regional water markets, a deemed value system allows emitters to enter the market to 

acquire larger blocks and to avoid the necessity of finding some exact quantity of emissions.   

The differential deemed value system has immediate implications for environmental cap-and-

trade systems.  By establishing multiple options at increasing prices, an environmental agency can better 

approximate the marginal damages function and hence can reduce the risks of too much or too little 

abatement.  By allocating the pre-defined options to land against deemed values, the differential deemed 

value system allows the market to solve the administrative problem of trying to sell different blocks at 

different prices.  Rather than relying on either a year-beginning or year-ending auction of the allowance 

reserves, options to purchase are allocated at the beginning of the year.  Market forces determine how 

many of the options are exercised, and the execution price for the last option exercised determines the 

market price.  An environmental cap-and-trade system that implemented multiple reserve blocks at 

specified option prices could improve upon the differential deemed value system by making the options 

fully separable from the allocated free rights. 

When New Zealand introduced ITQs as the core of its quota management system in 1986, it drew 

upon established economic theory.  With ITQs for 632 stocks covering 97 species, New Zealand has 

faced an array of practical problems in cost-effective implementation. No other country has implemented 

such a comprehensive system, so no other country has had to face the scale of administrative issues.  

When New Zealand reformed the administration of its QMS in 2001 to split quota from ACE and to 

introduce the current deemed value system, there were no economic theories or previous experiences to 

draw upon.  New Zealand pragmatically went about designing low transactions costs institutions.  Ex 

post, economists have found that these pragmatic administrative tools have economic foundations.  The 

separation of quota from ACE has since been endorsed by economists as a logical way to allow different 

“sticks” in the property rights bundle to be separated (Townsend, McColl and Young, 2006.)  The 

differential deemed value system is an options system that both anticipated and generalized the allowance 

reserve concept of Murray, Newell, and Pizer (2009.)   Economists tend to think of New Zealand as 

simply a country that had the good sense to follow their theories of fisheries management.  But New 

Zealand is now ahead of economic theory on efficient design of fisheries management institutions.   

Economists might want to learn from New Zealand how concepts of transactions costs and institutional 

economics can be applied to the administration of efficient cap-and-trade institutions (and not only 

fisheries ITQs.)   
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ENDNOTES 

 

1.  Parts of this paper are from a paper on deemed values that is under development with Scott Walker.  

He bears no responsibility for any of the present paper.  The author thanks Suzie Kerr for suggesting 

the close relationship of deemed values to environmental safety valves. 


